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There appears to be a lot of pieces to this card but this has been simplified with Print and Cut. The 
backgrounds are two different jpeg files. Yes, if you do not want to use print and cut for complex pieces 
there are individual cutting objects. I like to do pieces because printing does not always give you the rich 
color quality that comes with AC cardstock selection. With Print and Cut you can complete the project 
with fewer pieces. In my photo of the card I did a hybrid version using print and cut along with  AC 
Cardstock. 

 

1. The PNC_Cover and PNC_Inside panels are Print N Cut. Each image is 5.5" x 8.5. I printed on 8.5" x 11" 
sheets and cut/scored on the indicated lines. The Silhouette Cameo will not print cutting/score lines. 
Glue the PNC_Inside panels to the matching folded area on the PNC_Cover. 



    

2. The inside center panel has a house scene that can be Print N Cut or assembled with pieces. My 
suggestion is to PNC the car, windshield, and the Christmas tree. All other pieces can be cut from 
cardstock and assembled using what I call layering on the base pieces. This embellishment is centered 
and glued to the inside center panel. It will overhang onto the back fold pieces. When the card is opened 
this section will pop out with the other folded pieces bending backwards. Please note you have the 
choice of using sketch pens or hand drawing to add details it you cut all pieces. You also have the choice 
to PNC the trees. I chose to cut mine. 

 

3. You can PNC the whole belly band. Otherwise each piece is cut from the appropriate color and 
assembled using what I call layering on the base pieces. The belly band is glued together by wrapping 
around the finished card with a 1/8" fold on both sides to help with sliding onto the folded card. The 
trees will match the trees on the back of the card and are glued to the belly band once the card is 
finished. 

 

4. The envelope is cut from the scrapbook paper. Pick an appropriate color/pattern for the inside of the 
card. Most scrapbook paper is 12” x 12” and white on the backside. 
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